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COMPLIMENTARY COPY FROM

ALL EYES 
ARE ON 
SUMMER
Here’s to this season’s hottest 
shades in coolest styles!



POLAROID 4056S col 6LB5X

A MIDSUMMER 
DAY’S DREAM

To make your shades look even cooler in the 
heat of the day, just add prints!

Special thanks to SECRET GARDEN @ 1 UTAMA SHOPPING CENTRE for their location



A SHADY 
CHARACTER

POLAROID 6038SX col 6HTEX



STRIKE  
A POSE
MAUI JIM MJ755-05CM



WRAPAROUND 
WALLFLOWER

OAKLEY OO 9389 0338



THINK & REFLECT
OAKLEY OO9391 0360



ENVISAGE & 
EMBROIDERY

DIOR NEBULA 000A9



A VIEW
ON PRINTS
SERENGETI 08494



HEAT WAVES
DIOR IZON1 J5G2K



STARING IN 
THE SUN
A BATHING APE BS13091 BG



SEEING RED
RAYBAN  3592 9035/C8



BV 1095

PRADA
Prada represents the best of Italian culture and tradition. 

It is one of the most innovative, prestigious and widely 
recognized brands in the fashion and luxury goods industries, 

with a keen attention to details and new trends. The Prada 
eyewear collection reflects this approach with unmistakable 

style, refined elegance and uncompromising quality. The 
Prada collection also includes the Prada Linea Rossa line, 

which is inspired by the world of luxury sports to convey an 
everyday casual yet sophisticated style.

DOLCE & GABBANA
Dolce & Gabbana is a luxury brand which draws inspiration 
from the roots and the authentic values of its own DNA: Sicily, 
sensuality and sartorial ability. Dolce & Gabbana’s essence lies 
in its contrasting yet complementary features. The eyewear 
collection is characterized by glamorous, unconventional 
shapes, prestigious materials and sumptuous detailing.

BVLGARI
Bulgari, the great Italian jeweler and master of colored 

gemstones of international fame, represents one of the most 
exclusive brands in eyewear. Contemporary design, unique 

styles and glamorous details are combined with superior quality. 
This brand is positioned for the highest segment of eyewear as 

jewelry, with luxury Italian craftsmanship and bold style. Bulgari 
eyewear features precious materials such as gold, gemstones and 

Austrian crystals and is carefully crafted in timeless designs.

BV 6089

THE LOOK OF LUXURY

CELINE 
This Spring/Summer 2018, Céline presents an eyewear collection 
produced entirely in Italy, crafted in iconic and essential designs, 
for an elegant, understated look that’s also distinctively unique. All 
styles feature exclusive combinations of colourful acetates, some 
with mineral Barberini lenses, others with polarized lenses offering 
UVB and UVA ray protection to ensure superior visual sharpness and 
comfort. The collection includes vintage-inspired, timeless styles 
revisited in new, contemporary versions with updated shapes that 
range from sophisticated cat-eye to squared designs.

PR_59UV

PR 12US

CL40036U

CL40019I

DG2198

DG1301
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B+L-Ultra 27.5cmx17.5cm FA OL.pdf   1   4/6/18   2:49 PM
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DT1_275x175mmFA.pdf   1   24/05/2018   9:03 AM
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9999-FocusPoint-EYEGLAMOUR-DPS(Revise)FA-OL.pdf   1   25/6/2018   12:06:23 PM
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9999-FocusPoint-EYEGLAMOUR-DPS(Revise)FA-OL.pdf   1   25/6/2018   12:06:23 PM



THE FUTURE’S SO BRIGHT YOU GOTTA WEAR SHADES

1. 1052DE163881C07  2. SG410f291091C36  3. W525E163911C03  4. SG4WF292931C22  5. MJM70617C  6. WS2DE163931C07  7. SG410F291021C30  8. 1052DE163931C07   

9. 1052DE163891C04  10. POAPL6039SX1086UC  11. SG410F293071C2  12. SG41OF290181C3D
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1. CHIESSE7F1807  2. WV410FIH10261C2  3. RAYSP5354F1200052  4. WV4BR40401C3  5. SF4WFF710031C2  6. CHIMONTA33F1TG7  7. WV4WF1H10271C5   

8. WV5TT51021C1  9. R7073562049  10. SF4WF34061C3  11. WV5TT51051C1  12. OAKSPOX80800458
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SEE THE WORLD





Wide metal frame with treated profiles. Available in the version with lasered lenses featuring the 
Imperiale pattern and hand-applied customised crystals.

SCHC19S

SCHC24S

The metal frame of this exclusive model, inspired by the High Jewellery collection, creates empty/full 
e�ects on the upper section embellished with coloured zircons applied by hand.

CHOPARD275mm(W) x 350mm(H)[FP Eye Glamour_Advert].pdf   1   4/10/2018   3:01:36 PM



Wide metal frame with treated profiles. Available in the version with lasered lenses featuring the 
Imperiale pattern and hand-applied customised crystals.

SCHC19S

SCHC24S

The metal frame of this exclusive model, inspired by the High Jewellery collection, creates empty/full 
e�ects on the upper section embellished with coloured zircons applied by hand.
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DESIGNED TO PERFORM

JAGUAR EYEWEAR
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PERFECT SIGHT WITH JAGUAR SUNGLASSES

The JAGUAR Sunglasses combines the latest eyewear technology with interesting transfers of materials,
colours and designs in order to create unique, sporty sunglasses. But JAGUAR sunglasses do not only show a
perfect look, they also provide perfect protection: All frames are equipped with intelligent sun protective lenses 
to ensure ideal vision in all situations – not just during the drive.

Jaguar_275x350mm.indd   1 29.03.18   10:58
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 FreshKon AD CF + CFD 2018 FA.pdf   1   02/04/2018   2:28 PM





Morel has decided to give the Lightec collection a new look. The new fall/winter
campaign is intended to be modern and refined. Out with immaculate white
backgrounds; from now on, our models are posing in a muted blue environ-
ment, a carefully chosen color that recalls the technical and innovative realm
in which Lightec is evolving. 

L I G H T E C

Réf. 30048 L

Réf. 30049 L

Men’s Frames
Two major trends are taking shape in the men’s
collection. On the one hand, we have frames
with a very sporty look in subdued colors, lightly
enhanced by vivid hues on the inside of the
temples. On the other hand, we offer on-trend
frames in retro shapes with bold color contrasts. 

Women’s Frames
In round, panto, rectangular, and
even cat-eye shapes, this new
collection is sure to complement
a wide variety of styles and face
shapes. As for color, the Lightec
collection most prominently fea-
tures subdued colors, without ne-
glecting brighter shades. 

Réf. 30066 L

www.morel-france.com

eyeglamour LIGHTEC 275x350.qxp_Mise en page 1  04/04/2018  10:47  Page 1





HAPPENINGS + EVENTS

VISION MAX-ED OUT
What happens when stylish shades and 
spectacles eyewear conglomerate coincides 
with affordable apparels? The result is a class 
of casual chic. Focus Point presented its 
summer collection in the recent runways of 
STYLE at ONE at 1 Utama’s Fashion Week in 
April.

Complemented with clothes from Max 
Fashion which offers more than 3000 styles 
under RM39 for womenswear, menswear or 
children’s, footwear, bags and lingerie, the 
wide selection of eyewear showcased caters 
to everyone from all walks of life.

Pantone:

Text: Fashion = Helvetica Oblique

C: 0%
M: 0%
Y: 0%
K: 30%

C: 100%
M: 70%
Y: 0%
K: 0%

C: 0%
M: 100%
Y: 100%
K: 0%

Special thanks:



EYECARE 101

1 You should insert your contacts before you do anything else 
like putting on moisturizer or makeup. And always wash 
your hands thoroughly before touching your contacts, so 

you won’t transfer any oils, creams or lotions to the lenses and 
cause eye irritation

2 
Any residue on your fingers may transfer on to the 
lenses, so make sure your hands are clean and dry.  
Dry your hands with a lint-free towel before handling 

contact lenses. Tap water tends to contain  tiny parasites called 
Acanthamoeba that can be dangerous to the eyes, so do not 
rinse or soak your contacts and contact lens case with tap water.

3 
Stick with oil- free products. Think of it like salad 
dressing: Oil and water won’t mix, and your lenses will 
attract the oil. Oil based makeup won’t hurt your eyes 

but it may cause cloudy lenses which impacts the vision. 

4 
Cream eye shadow is less likely to get in your eye than 
powder. But creams can irritate your eyes more if they 
do make it into your eyes. Therefore, choose water-

based rather than oil-based creams.

5 
If you prefer powder, keep your eyes closed during 
application. Then, brush off any excess powder before 
opening your eyes.

6 
Get daily disposable contact lens with enhanced material 
such as Water Gradient Contact Lens. This innovative 
design features a unique water gradient that delivers 

more water where your eyes need it until the end of the day. 
Daily lenses also minimize any deposits on the lens surface and 
are more hygienic.

7 
Remove your contacts before remove any eye makeup. 
Being careful not to bump your contact lens into any makeup. 
Remember to use water- based eye makeup remover.

8 
Be diligent about contact lens cleaning if you are not 
using daily disposable contact lenses. Clean your 
lenses with the multipurpose solution your optometrist 

recommends. Place the contact lens on your palm, rinse with 
solution before rubbing each lens in an outwards pattern for 
15 to 20 seconds to dissolve the grime on the surface, rinse 
again and then place them in a case with fresh contact lens 
solutions after each use. The contact lens should be completely 
submerged in the solution and do not “top-up” used solutions.

9 
Replace your eye makeup frequently — at least every 12 
months. Don’t use old eye makeup, because over time 
bacteria will get into the product and then into your 

eyes, where it may cause an infection. One way to tell if your 
makeup is too old is if it smells funny. Also, don’t share your eye 
makeup and / or contact lenses with others.

MAKING (UP) 
EYE CONTACT

By Cathryn Lee , Optometrist in Opulence One Utama

Getting makeup in your eye is annoying. But 
it could be worse with contact lens  when 
makeup stick to the lenses instead of flushing 
right out. Follow these tips to keep your eyes 
healthy, comfortable and feeling good:
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9999-FocusPoint-EYEGLAMOUR-BC(Revise)FA-OL.pdf   1   25/6/2018   12:07:28 PM


